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Abstract 
It is shown that vertex stability implies Schur D-stability for real 2 x 2 matrices and 
real n x n tridiagonal matrices. Additional results describing the class of n x n complex 
Schur D-stable matrices are given. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
A Square complex matrix A is said to be Schur stable if the spectrum of A is 
contained in the open unit disk in the complex plane. This property plays an 
important role in the stability theory for discrete time dynamical Systems. In 
this Paper we explore a related concept of stability of matrices called Schur 
D-stubility which occurs naturally in the area of control Systems analysis and 
design [1,9]. For additional information on matrix stability consult [2,3,5]. 
Given a Square complex matrix A = [aij], IA / denotes the matrix [IQ,,~]. For a 
real matrix A, A 3 0 (resp. A > 0) means that all entries of A are nonnegative 
(resp. positive). For two real matrices A and B, we write A <B or B > A for 
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B - A 3 0. The set of all eigenvalues of A, denoted by o(A), is called the spec- 
trum of A. The spectral radius of A is denoted by p(A) (= max{ lil: A E a(A)}). 
The Operator norm of A is denoted by 1 IA 11, which is dm, where A* is the 
adjoint (conjugate transpose) of A. The algebra of II x n complex (real) 
matrices with Operator norm will be denoted by .Mn(C) (resp. ~?‘~([w)). The id- 
entity matrix of size appropriate for the context will be denoted by Z. 
Definition 1.1. A real or complex Square matrix A is said to be 
(a) Schuv stable if p(A) < 1. 
(b) Schur D-stable if p(AD) < 1 for every real diagonal D with ID1 < Z. 
(c) vertex stable if p(AD) < 1 for all real diagonal D with ID1 = Z. 
We will denote the set of all IZ x n real (resp. complex) Schur D-stable matrices 
by Ygn([w) (resp. ,Y9n(@)). 
2. Real 2 x 2 Schur D-stable matrices 
In this section we give a characterization of the set Y92(R). First we give a 
characterization of Schur stable 2 x 2 matrices. 
Proposition 2.1. Let 
a b 
A= 
[ 1 c d E J@2@). 
Then A is Schur stable if’and only ij 
(i) lad - bcl < 1, and 
(ii) Ia + dl < 1 + (ad - bc). 
Proof. Suppose that A is Schur stable. The eigenvalues of A are 
/1 
zt 
= (a + d) f d(a + d)* - 4(ad - bc) 
2 , (2.1) 
which must satisfy IA*1 < 1. Since det(A) = (/z+)(n_), (i) follows. 
If (a + d)* - 4(ad - bc) > 0, we show that condition (ii) of the proposition 
follows from 12% 1 < 1. Let us further assume that a + d < 0 and leave the other 
case a + d 3 0 to the reader. Then we get 
-(a+d)+d( a + d)’ - 4(ad - bc) < 2. 
This implies 
(a + d)2 - 4(ad - bc) < [2 + (u + d)12 = 4 + 4(a + d) + (a + d)2 
giving Ia + d( = -(a + d) < 1 + (ad - hc) as desired. 
If (0 + d)’ - 4(ad - hc) < 0 in (2.1) then ((I - d)’ < -4hc. Thus 
Condition (ii) holds in all cases, and one implication is proved. 
Now assume that A satisfies the conditions in the Statement of the proposi- 
tion. To see that the eigenvalues i , are in the open unit disk. we consider two 
cases again. Suppose (0 + d)’ - 4(& - hc) > 0. and u + 0’ < 0. By (ii) we hace 
-4(a + tl) < 4 + 4(ad - hc), giving 
(a + tl)? ~ 4(Cld ~ hc) < 4 + 4(a -t n) f (a -t d)’ = [? + (Cl + d)f. iZ.2) 
It follows easily from (i) and (ii) that Ia + di < 2. Using this together with 
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). we obtain the inequality 
__, = (fl + fl) ~ J(u + Cl + 2)’ 
3 
- < i < i 
< (n + d) + &7 + d + 2)l 
--l+(a-ll)<l _ 
2 
from which ljL*l < 1 is clear. 
In the case of a + d > 0, a similar argument using II + d < 2 yields 1;. i < 1. 
If (u + d)? ~ 4(ad - hc) < 0. then lj+ l2 = (ad - hc) < 1, by (i). This comptetes 
the proof. 0 
The following combines results found in [l.9] 
Theorem 2.2. Let 
Theri A E $1 Y2 (R) ij and on(v (f 
(i) lud - bcl < 1. 
(ii) Ia + d] < 1 + (ad - hc). und 
(iii) Ia - tll < 1 - (ad - bc). 
Proof. Assume that A is Schur D-stable. Then A is vertex stable, and conditions 
(i) and (ii) follow from Proposition 2.1 since A is Schur stable. The matrix 
B= [: II;] = [: I:] [: O,] 
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is also Schur stable; so that (iii) follows from Proposition 2.1 again. 
Suppose now that A satisfies conditions (i))(iii). Let 
D= dl O 
[ 1 0 4 
with entries d,, d2 in [-1, 11. Under the assumptions that di # 0 and Idol < ld, 1, 
we see that 
and 
= &p(AD) 3 /(AD). 
1 
Hence it is enough to consider 
K= l ’ 
[ 1 and K = 
k 0 
0 k [ 0 1 1 
with Ikl < 1. We will consider the first case and leave the other case for the 
reader. We must Show that 
a bk 
AK= 
[ 1 c dk 
satisfies the conditions in Proposition 2.1. The first condition is clear. The 
second is Ia + kdl < 1 + k(ad - bc). Unless a + kd = 0 for some k with 
Ikl < 1, both sides are linear functions of k. In the other case Ia + kdl is piece- 
wise linear, and concave up. Since ]a + kdl < 1 + k(ad - bc) holds at k = *l by 
(ii) and (iii), this inequality must hold throughout the interval. Hence, A is 
vertex stable implies .4 is Schur D-stable. Note that conditions (i)-(iii) imply 
A is vertex stable by Proposition 2.1. 0 
3. Real 3 x 3 Schur Stahle matrices 
Let A = [alj] E ~2’3 (IR). We begin this section by stating necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions that A be Schur stable. Our second result characterizes all 
3 x 3 matrices which are vertex stable. 
The 2 x 2 principal minors of A will be denoted by mll = a22u33 - a23u32, 
m22 = aIla33 - a13a31 and rn33 = al1a22 - ~12~72~. The trace and the determinant 
of A are denoted by z and 6, respectively. The characteristic polynomial of A 
becomes po.) = -1” + ~2~ - ~3. + 6, where p = rnll + m22 + m33. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A E _&‘~(R). Then, using the uhol:e notcrtion. A i.r Schurstahle f 
and only (f 
(9 161 < 1, 
(ii) Ir + 61 < 1 + p. 
(iii) IT~ - ~(1 < 1 - 6”. 
Furthermore (i)-(iii) imply 
(iv) (1 - 6’ + r2 - $)( 1 - 6’ - 6~ f p) > 2(dp - r)‘. 
Proof. Assume A is Schur stable. 
(i) If s, y, z are the eigenvalues of A, then /XI: 11.1% 1-I < 1. Therefore Id/ < 1. 
(ii) The real eigenvalues of A lie strictly between - 1 and 1. The cubic poly- 
nomialp(/l) satisfies lim;.__X p(2) = fx and lim,-., p(jL) = X. It follows that 
‘D-1) = 1 +T+/L+6 >o and p(1) = -1 +r-/t+6 <o. Hence 
/r+S/ < 1 +/1. 
(iii) Cuse 1. t6 - p > 0 and 6 > 0. Then using T + (5 < 1 + p from (ii), we get 
z0 + 6’ < 6 + 6,~. Hence 0 6 t6 - 11 < n + 611 - p - ci’ = (1 - 6)(--1( + (5). SO 
0 < Sh - p < 1 - 6’ since 1 - 6 > 0 from (i) and ,D > ~ 1 from (ii). 
Cusc 2. tci - p 3 0 and is < 0. Then using T + ci > -1 - ,L! from (ii), we get 
z(i + ii’ < -S - 6~. Therefore 
Cuse 3. T~-,M>O and <5=0+,~<0. From (ii) we have 0< l+/l+ 
- 1 < p < 0 so that 1~1 < 1. 
Cuse 4. rh - p < 0. Assume that x, J‘, z are also real. Then A is similar to the 
matrix 
[ x 0 p y0 0 4z 1 
in Jordan canonical form, where p and q are 0 or 1. By the invariance of the 
characteristic polynomial under similarity, we have 6 = xyz. T = x -c >‘ 
+z, andp=xy+xz+yz. We wish to show that &l <r&/i<O 
or - ~6 + p < 1 - 6’. In terms of the above Jordan matrix we must show 
-XVz(X + v + z) + xy + xz + yz < 1 - 2y2z2. Observe that ,f(x. ~1, z) = l- 
xzy;2zr + ,Y?- + xy?z + xyz’ - xy - SZ - yz = ( 1 - xy) (1 - xz) ( 1 - yz) which is 
positive for all real x, y, z with 1x1. 1~1. lz/ < 1. Therefore the desired inequality 
holds when the eigenvalues x, y, z are real. Since we are considering 3 x 3 real 
matrices, we may assume that two of the eigenvalues are complex conjugates of 
each other and one eigenvalue is real. If x is real, y and z are complex conju- 
gates of each other, then J‘(x,y.z) = 11 -xzl’(l - 1~1’) which is positive for 
1x1, lyl, /zI < 1. In all the cases we have Ir6 - ,U < 1 - 6’. 
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(iv) From (iii) we have 1 - d2 + 67 - ,LL > 0, and squaring (ii) we get 
1 - d2 - 2(76 - /L) > r2 - p2. Thus, 
(1 - d2 + 6T - p)[l - rs2 - 2(& -/L)] - (1 - J2 + 65 - P)(T’ - /f2) > 0. 
After expanding the left side, using the fact that (6~ - ,u)’ = (6,~ - T)~- 
(1 - d2)(T2 -/L'), and simplifying, we have, 
(1 - 82)2 - (1 - b')(dT - ,U)+ (1 - 6*)(T* - $) 
- (ST - ,U)(T' - /L2) - 2(@ - T)2 > 0, 
which is readily seen to be equivalent to (iv) after a factorization. 
To prove that (i)-(iii) are sufficient for Schur stability of A we apply the 
Schur-Cohn conditions ([SI, p. 152) to the characteristic polynomial for A. 
Since the conditions (i)-(iii) imply (iv), we note the following: 
(4 Al=det([_l y]) < 0 u 161 < 1 which is (i), 
\l T -1 0 SI/ 
which is (iii), 
-6 0 0 -1 T -,U 
-/l 6 0 0 -1 z 
(C) A3= det Tl iP 
6 0 0 -1 
o 6 
-P r 
5 -1 0 0 6 -P 
_-P r -1 0 0 6 
< 0 * (iV>. 
To evaluate the determinant Aj, we take the transpose of the matrix, label the 
new matrix as a block matrix of 3 x 3 blocks x Y 
[ 1 z w; 
and notice that Z and W commute. A theorem of Schur (see [4], p. 39) says that 
the determinant A3 of the block matrix is the same as the determinant of the 
matrix Xw - YZ. After simplification, we obtain 
Aj = [(d2 - 1 +p2 - T2)(6" - 1 + 6T - /L) - 2(T - &)'](d' - 1 - 6T +/A) 
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which is negative exactly when (iv) is valid, under our other assumptions. 
Therefore the eigenvalues of A are inside the unit circle, and the proof is 
complete. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let A E / Zl3 (R). Then A is uertex .stuhle [f’mi w~IJ~ (j’ tlw fdio~~~it~,q 
wnditions LW wzlid for A: 
(il idet(A)l < 1. 
(ii) 101 I + UZ + aj3 + det(A)] < 1 + mlI + mz2 + 11z~~. 
(iii) 1011 - As - CQ + det(A)] < 1 + WZ], - t~ ~ m”. 
(iV) lall + UZ - aj3 - det(A)] < 1 - nzll -IE,- + IIQ. 
(v) ]CIII ~ U-Z + ~3 - det(A)] < 1 - rnll + rn,l - n~;~. 
(Vi) 1 dW)(all + az: + ~3;) - (nzl, + rn2? + rnjx)l < 1 - [det(A)]‘. 
(vii) 1 det(A)(-all - UZ + UU) t (m,, + m - mi;)l < 1 - [det(A)]‘. 
(viii) 1 det(A)(-all + az? - Q) + ( ~II - nzn + tiz;i)l < 1 - [det(A)]‘. 
(ixl / det(A)(a,l -UZ - ~33) + (-rnll + rnzl + mj3)l < 1 - [det(A)]‘. 
it’jttJre l~l,,. j = 1. 2. 3. arc principul tninors qf’ A us ri@inerl in the puragrtrph 
preceding thr .statement sf Theorem 3.1. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.1 to the matrices AD with D a real diagonal matrix 
satisfying ID] = Z. Note the conditions (i) and (iii) of Theorem 3.1 applied to 
AD yield the same results for A( -D). ??
Using Theorem 3.1, a result about the Schur D-stability of A tan also be 
stated as follows: A 3 x 3 real matrix A is Schur D-stable if and only if for each 
diagonal matrix D with ID1 < Z the matrix B = AD satisfies the conditions (i) 
(iii) in Theorem 3.1. 
4. Tridiagonal Schur D-Stahle matrices 
In this section we prove that vertex stability implies Schur D-stability for 
certain block triangular matrices and tridiagonal matrices. 
Lemma 4.1. Let A E .JZ, (C) be block triarzgdar ubith syuure hlocks do\~x its 
diagonul. Then 
(i) A is uertex stable lj”and only {f each qf the hlocks 011 the diugonul is certc,s 
stahle. 
(ii) A is Schur D-stable if and only iJ’ euch of the hlocks on the diugonul is 
Schur D-Stuhle. 
The proof of this lemma is straightforward. The main theorem of this 
section is the following, 
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Theorem 4.2. Let A E JH,,(R) be a tridiagonal matrix. Then A is Schur D-stable 
if and only f A is vertex stable. 
Proof. By applying Lemma 4.1 (repeatedly, if necessary) we need only consider 
the case with the super- and sub-diagonal entries of A all nonzero. Starting 
with dl = 1 select dj+i = fl inductively SO that aj+l,jdjajj+ldj+l > 0. Next 
choose pt = 1 and inductively set pj+l =pjJaj+l_jdj/(aj,,+ldj+l) > 0. If 
P = diag(pl ,p2, . . ,p,) and D = diag(di , dz, . , d,), then a straightforward 
calculation Shows that P-‘ADP is symmetric. Thus, 
I/ P~~ADPI 1 = ~(P~‘ADP) = ~(AD) < i 
since we assume A is vertex stable. If [Kl GI, then 
p(AK) = p(P-‘ADD-‘KP) = ,o(P-‘ADPD-‘K) 
G IIP-~ADPIIIID-IKII < 1. 
which implies A is Schur D-stable. The converse is clear. 0 
Proposition 4.3. Zf A E J&,,(R) is block triangular with Square tridiagonal blocks 
down its diagonal then A is Schur D-stable ifand only if A is vertex stable. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 4.l(i) followed by Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.l(ii). 0 
5. General results on Schur D-stable matrices 
In this section we prove some general results concerning the class Ygin(@). 
We also give some examples and general remarks. 
Theorem 5.1. IJ’A is in YSn(@) (or 9’~3~([w)), then there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
p(AD)<l -Sf or every diagonal D with ID1 < 1. 
Proof. Since the set of all diagonal matrices D with ID1 < Z is compact, and the 
matrix multiplication Operation is continuous in the norm topology, the set 
XxA = {AD: ID/ <Z} is compact. As the spectral radius p : X++p(X) is a 
continuous map from An(@) (with Operator norm topology) to the reals, it 
maps XA to a compact subset of the reals. Thus ~(~47,) has a maximum, 
p(ADo) for some DO with ID01 GI. But since is Schur D-stable, p(ADo) < 1. 
Choose 6 = 1 - p(ADo). Then we have the desired conclusion. ??
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Theorem 5.2. 9’3,(@) is open in l/,(C). 
47 
Proof. Let A E 9’9,(C). Then .X’.4 = {AD: (Dl < 1} is a compact subset of 
p-‘((-m. 1)). Since p is continuous, p-‘((- CX. 1)) is open. Thus there exists a 
ii :> 0 such that if IIX - BI1 < 6 for some B E X4, then we have 
X E pp’((-X, 1)). Now let X be such that IlA’ - All < (5. Then for each D 
with ID1 < 1, we have IIXD - AD11 6 IIX -All < ii. ThusXD t Z)F’((~~X. 1)). or 
p(XD) < 1; i.e.. X is Schur D-stable. 0 
Theorem 5.3. Let 9 he the suhset qf /J,,(C) d@ned Bö, 
!9 = {VP: P a permutation mutri,u and V u diagonal Unitarnt mutrix) 
Let A E I Jn(C) he u triungular matri.u tvith the modulus qf’each diagonal ent_r 
strictly bounded by 1. Then there exists a (5 > 0 such that T*AT is Schur D-strahle 
for ~111 mutrices T sutisfving the condition thut dist( T. 9) < 6. 
We note that Y is in fact a group. though we will not be using this. 
Proof. Define F(X) = X*AX for all X E CA,(C). Then F is continuous, and 
hence $ = F-’ (YS, (42)) 1s o p en. It is easy to see that C4 is compact and is 
contained in Y . . Thus there exists a 6 such that for all T with dist( T. 9) < ci. we 
have T E f . . This is equivalent to T*AT E :l’(r,,(C) for all T with 
dist(T, $ ‘) < 6, as desired. 0 
Note that the set of Schur D-stable matrices that are obtained as described 
in this theorem is quite large. We do not know if all Schur D-stable matrices 
arise in this way. 
Theorem 5.4. A matrix A E c Kn(@) is in .9pR(C) ij’ und only 0’ ,f& ererj* 
k, 1 < k < n. euery k-principal submatris of A is in .5yVk (C). 
Proof. Sufficiency is clear. To prove the necessity observe that for a k x k 
principal submatrix B of A, there exists a Permutation matrix P such that 
P’AP = 
B * 
[ 1 * * 
Let D be a k x k diagonal matrix with ID1 GI. Let 
Dz 
D 0 
[ 1 0 0 
be the n x n matrix obtained from D by adjoining zero rows and columns. 
Then 101 GI, and we have 
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o(BD) c q [B *]») = o(P’APb) = o(APbP’). 
Since PDP’ A is diagonal with IPDPt / < 1, and is Schur D-stable, it follows that 
o(BD) is contained in the open unit disk. Since D is an arbitrary k x k diagonal 
matrix with ID1 61, we conclude that B E .!Y’Y,(C). 0 
Lemma 5.5. Let A ~ B E C~&‘n (C). Then 
(i) ZjIAI <B, th en p(A) G p(lAl) G p(B). 
(ii) Zf’O <A <B, then p(A) 6 p(B). 
(iii) If A 2 0, then A E ,Y’gn(@) zf und only if A is Schur stable. 
Proof. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are found on p. 491 of [6]. For (iii), let A 3 0 
and suppose K is diagonal with IKl GI. Then 
PW) 6 P(IAKI) = &I~II G P(A). 
by (i) and (ii) which proves (iii). 0 
Theorem 5.6. Let A E Md, (C). Strppose that 
P’AP = 
for some permutation mutrix P ivhere All 3 0 and A22 3 0 are Square mutrices 
und Al2 < 0 and Al, < 0. Then A E Y2,(@) tf and only tf” A is Schur stuble. 
Proof. Assume All is jxj and define D=diag(l;...;l,-l:...;-1) with 
exactly j elements equal to 1. Then B = DP’APD = IPtAPI. If K is a diagonal 
matrix with ]K] < 1, then p(AK) =p(DP’AKPD) = p(DP’APDDPtKPD) = p(BL), 
where L = DPtKPD is a diagonal matrix which satisfies ILl <Z. Since IBLI <B 
we have p(A) = p(BL) <p(B) by Lemma 5.5(i). Finally, p(B) = 
,o(DPtAPD) = p(A) which implies that A E 99,(C) if A is Schur stable. The 
converse is immediate. 0 
Proposition 5.7. 99, (C) is puth-wise connected. 
Proof. If A and B are in YG$,(C), A and B tan be joined through the zero 
matrix since tA + (1 - t)O is in Y’B, (UZ) for 0 < t < 1. ??
Remark 5.8. (i) YC@,(@) contains all matrices A such that IIP-‘APII < 1, for 
some invertible diagonal matrix P. In particular YCZII(C) contains the open 
unit ball of M,,(C). This is because, for every diagonal K with IKI < Z, we have 
p(AK) = p(APKP-‘) = p(P-‘APK) < 1 IP-‘API 1 . IIKl/ < 1. 
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(ii) If n > 1, ,V9,(C) 1s unbounded. Since, if a12 is the only nonzero entry of 
A. IIAil = la12i, and p(AD) = 0 for every diagonal D. 
(iii) It is immediate from (i) that a matrix A with p(A) = 1 IAll is in YP,,(C) if 
and only if ]]All < 1. Since normal matrices satisfy p(A) = ]]Al] we tan there- 
fore conclude that there are no normal matrices outside the unit ball that arc 
Schur D-stable. 
(iv) That .‘YP,,(C) 1s not convex tan be seen by the following example: 0 0 
‘4 = and B = 
[ 1 2 0 
are in .YYz(@), but 
;A+;B= 
0 1 
[ 1 1 0 
has eigenvalues il, and therefore is not in C!Y-/2(@). 
(v) 0 1 
A= 
[ 1 0 0 
is in ,Y’91(@) but A’A is not. In particular YQ,,(@) is not closed under multi- 
plication. 
(Vi) .YQ,,(C) is not closed under (orthogonal. or unitary) similarity. For ex- 
ample, 
A= ’ 2 
[ 1 and B = 
l/v5 -l/Jz 
0 0 l/fi 1 l/fi 
Then A is in .YY, (C), but 
B’AB = 
1 1 
[ 1 -1 -1 ’ 
which is not in 99,(@) by Theorem 5.4. 
6. Schur D-Stahility and matrix norms 
The following theorem is taken from [7]. See also p. 310 of [6]. 
Theorem 6.1. Let .N(.) be a vector norm on UZ” und let C,?-(.) be the induced 
Operator norm on d,,(C). Then the following Statements nre equivalent. 
(a) ~ I”(x) 6 _!f(y)Jtir all x, y in @” with 1x1 < lyl (such un .1 ‘( .) is also known CIS 
un monotone norm). 
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(b) J’“(x) = J’Mf OY a 11 x in C” (such an M(.) is also known us an absolute 
norm). 
(c) p(D) = p(D) for D = diag(d,, dz,. . . ,d,). 
(d) p(D) < 1 for D diagonal with ID1 GI. 
Proposition 6.2. Let A E d,,(C). Euch of the following conditions implies A is 
Schur D-stable. 
(a) There exists a matrix norm 2(.) such that Jp(A) < 1 and -?(D) < 1 
whenever D = diag(dl,dZ, . . . ,d,) with idjl < 1,j = 1,2,. . . ,n. 
(b) There exists a monotone norm &“(.) on C” such that J?(A) < 1. 
(c) There exists a monotone norm Jlr(.) on C” such that Jv(AD) < 1 for 
D = diag(d, , d2, . . ,d,,) with ld,1 = l,forj= 1,2 ,..., n. 
Proof. (a) p(AD) < ./lr(AD) <Ja C%(D) < 1. (c) is a special case of (b) 
which is a special case of (a). 0 
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